After years of working as committee volunteers, and as professional creative and production
specialists producing Calendar Fundraisers, we offer the following best practices to assist you in
being successful and efficient as possible through this endeavor. Should you find this information
valuable, we hope that you’d consider partnering with the SmithandSalter Creative Solutions and
Smith Printing teams in producing your calendar. The focus of this paper is conservation non-profits,
like Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, Ducks Unlimited and National Wild Turkey Federation; however,
we’ve produced successful campaigns for churches, school groups and other organizations utilizing
similar practices.
The ultimate goal of the calendar raffle is fundraising. Eye-catching images in your calendar and
quality prizes are critical in ensuring that your volunteers have the confidence and means to sell this
campaign out and thus, maximizing net revenue.
Typical prizes have been firearms for conservation groups, with some offering a mix of guns and
sporting goods store gift cards. The big box stores with offer you a bulk discount on gift cards.
Some PTO groups have merely used advertising space to underwrite their calendars.
The Drawing:
When state laws permit, nothing is as arbitrary as using the Pick 3 or 4 numbers from your states
lottery. This method keeps buyers engaged, watching the weekly postings and eliminates the need
for a public drawing. In states that prohibit the use of the “public’s lottery system”, groups have opted
to have one designated public drawing event where each date is pulled and stored for release on the
specified date throughout the coming year.
Leverage your prize purchases for the lowest and best valued products. Partnering with dealers like
Davidsons and Reeds has proven to be the most economical source with the best offerings. Both
these dealers are familiar with this program and the graphic needs of procuring gun images for print
production. Also, check your organizations list of available guns, short of a donation, these guns may
be your most economical.
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Committee
Getting committee and RD buy-in is critical to this endeavor, as sales are typically done hand-to-hand
and outside of other fundraising events such as banquets.
Committee Chairs: we recommend assigning area or specific region ticket chairs to coordinate
volunteer buy-in and to facilitate allocation of calendars to chapters. Other committee chairs and
duties include: prize procurement, photo chair, calendar shipping chair, advertising, entry card and
deposit of funds, winner notification, posting winners on internet, and FFL chair.
We have found that using Google Docs is a great way for the ticket entry chair to input the contact
info and numbers associated with all participants. Using Google Docs, allows assigned committee
members access to a live document to manage the fluid list of entries and ultimately winners.

Google Docs Spreadsheet
Being judicious with the tracking of active calendars is critical. Should a volunteer forget or misplace a
group of calendars this will have a negative impact on your net revenue. We have developed (2)
forms to assist with this: a shipping log and a sub-manifest. The shipping log is created by your
shipping chair who takes volunteer orders and ships the designated lot to the volunteers. This form
cites the volunteer’s contact info and sequence of numbers sent to them from inventory. The submanifest is included in each block of 20 calendars distributed to the volunteers. This form cites the
critical nature of accounting for the whereabouts of these raffle calendars and encourages the seller
to keep a log of where they are and who they are sold to.
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Budgets
Assigning a prize, print and logistics budget to your campaign is critical in setting the price of the
calendar to project your net-to-gross revenue. We have built a matrix to assist in this planning
process with incremental sales levels to help assist with projecting campaign viability and revenue. To
date, we have seen entry level success with 1,000 calendar sales at both $50 and $60 per calendar
sales. The largest campaign to date has been 5,000 calendars at $50.

Fundraising Matrix Using Pick 3 Method with Max of 1,000 entries
Max sell Price Per Quantity Sold
1000 $ 50.00
1000
900
800
700
500
1000 $

60.00
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1000
900
800
700
500

Gross Revenue
$
50,000.00
$
45,000.00
$
40,000.00
$
35,000.00
$
25,000.00
$
$
$
$
$

60,000.00
54,000.00
48,000.00
42,000.00
30,000.00

Calendar Cost
$
(5,000.00)
$
(5,000.00)
$
(5,000.00)
$
(5,000.00)
$
(5,000.00)
$
$
$
$
$

(5,000.00)
(5,000.00)
(5,000.00)
(5,000.00)
(5,000.00)

Prize Budget
$ (18,000.00)
$ (18,000.00)
$ (18,000.00)
$ (18,000.00)
$ (18,000.00)
$
$
$
$
$

(22,000.00)
(22,000.00)
(22,000.00)
(22,000.00)
(22,000.00)

Net Revenue
$ 27,000.00
$ 22,000.00
$ 17,000.00
$ 12,000.00
$
2,000.00
$
$
$
$
$

33,000.00
27,000.00
21,000.00
15,000.00
3,000.00
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Fundraising Matrix Using Pick 4 Method with variation of numbers assign to the calendar
Lottery Pick 4 with allocating 4 Numbers per Calendar
Max sell
2500

2500

Price Per Quantity Sold
$ 50.00
2500
2250
2000
1750
1500
1250

$ 60.00

2500
2250
2000
1750
1500
1250

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

Gross Revenue
Calendar Cost *Prize Budget
125,000.00 $
9,500.00 $ (50,000.00)
112,500.00 $
9,500.00 $ (50,000.00)
100,000.00 $
9,500.00 $ (50,000.00)
87,500.00 $
9,500.00 $ (50,000.00)
75,000.00 $
9,500.00 $ (50,000.00)
62,500.00 $
9,500.00 $ (50,000.00)

150,000.00
135,000.00
120,000.00
105,000.00
90,000.00
75,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

9,500.00
9,500.00
9,500.00
9,500.00
9,500.00
9,500.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

(50,000.00)
(50,000.00)
(50,000.00)
(50,000.00)
(50,000.00)
(50,000.00)

Net Revenue
$
84,500.00
$
72,000.00
$
59,500.00
$
47,000.00
$
34,500.00
$
22,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

109,500.00
94,500.00
79,500.00
64,500.00
49,500.00
34,500.00

Lottery Pick 4 with allocating 2 Numbers per Calendar
Max sell
Price Per Quantity Sold
Gross Revenue
Calendar Cost *Prize Budget
Net Revenue
5000
$ 50.00
5000
$
250,000.00 $ (12,500.00) $ (40,000.00) $ 197,500.00
4000
$
200,000.00 $ (12,500.00) $ (40,000.00) $ 147,500.00

5000

$ 60.00

3600
3200
2800
2400

$
$
$
$

180,000.00
160,000.00
140,000.00
120,000.00

$
$
$
$

(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)

$
$
$
$

(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)

$
$
$
$

127,500.00
107,500.00
87,500.00
67,500.00

5000
4000
3600
3200
2800
2400

$
$
$
$
$
$

300,000.00
240,000.00
216,000.00
192,000.00
168,000.00
144,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)
(12,500.00)

$
$
$
$
$
$

(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)
(40,000.00)

$
$
$
$
$
$

247,500.00
187,500.00
163,500.00
139,500.00
115,500.00
91,500.00

*Print production costs can vary depending on stocks, supplied art and images, and grouping of multiple calendar runs
and common quantities. A collections of 10 versions of 1,000 calendars were produced for $2.88 per unit.

FFL is a necessity when awarding guns as prizes. We have found that having a member on your
committee who carries an FFL is beneficial. We have seen FFL’s donate the transfer of guns entirely
to charging $10 - $15 per gun. Ultimately you should factor any associated expenses into your budget
or state within your rules that winners are responsible for associated fees.
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Design and Printing
Use high-end photographs in your calendar, everyone like to see beautiful natural images - stay away
from snap-shots and personal photographs. Consider opening up photo submission to your state
members. Stock photos and our library images are always available to ensure quality.
The SmithandSalter and Smith Printing teams offers premium quality graphics and print production.
We believe that by offering an aesthetically pleasing calendar with quality images speaks volumes to
consumers about the legitimacy of your campaign and organization. Consider that most participants
will hang this calendar on their wall for an entire year.

The number sequencing of these calendars is critical and requires print production with a high-level of
quality assurance procedures. Each calendar is in actuality is a raffle ticket with matching numbers
that stay with the calendar and go with the entry slip. These numbers must match in order to maintain
assurances that the winner is properly identified. In-turn, that data entry in critical to ensure that the
numbers and the person’s contact information is correct.

Selling ads can directly reduce your costs of your campaign. We’ve seen committees sell one month
sponsorships from $300 to $1000.
Sponsors supplying art should design at 300dpi 1”x11” CMYK.
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Use the inside back page to promote your organization or contact list.
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Claim Forms and Contacting Winners
We believe that email is the best form of
contacting winners. Through this you can included
your winner, committee, RD, and FFL at one time
with a time and date record. Mailing is an option
when email is not available, but plan for postage.

We welcome feedback or questions regarding
these programs and are happy to share our
knowledge.
Contact:

Matthew Smith
matthew@smith-printing.com
847.244.6486.101
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